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Does the author use good
writing skills: strong voice,
good word choice, accurate
descriptions, interesting
dialogue and effective
imagery?

COMMENTS

Yes

NONFICTION
Are text & illustrations
Organization organized clearly? Do they
facilitate understanding &
engagement?

Yes

The organization of text is simple and consistent, which aids in understanding.
The pictures illustrate aspects of the seasonal activities, landscape, and culture
clearly and well.

Yes. This book is produced by the North Slope Borough.

Accuracy

Are the information &
illustrations accurate? Are
resources cited?

Authority

Does the author/illustrator
have background or
credentials that qualify
them to write this book?

Yes

Yes

The author is not listed but people who worked on the "project" are, as part of
the North Slope Borough ECHO program.
The illustrator has lived in Barrow and illustrated Whale Snow by Debby Dahl
Edwardson of Barrow.

PICTURE BOOKS OR ILLUSTRATED BOOKS

Artistry

Are the illustrations
skillfully rendered? Do
they complement &
extend the text?

Are illustrations engaging? Is
Visual Appeal the design appealing?

Yes

Watercolor illustrations in a warm, pastel palette illustrate aspects of the
seasonal activity described in the text. Animals, landscape, and people are
skillfully rendered with an appealing combination of both energy and restraint.

Yes

Very much so. Illustrations have a warm and gentle feeling that is welcoming.
Consistency in design combined with attention to detail provides a framework
for the progression of the seasons.
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CULTURAL APPROPRIATENESS

SELECT ONE

COMMENTS

All the characters in the book are Inupiat and all are portrayed respectfully.
Do text & illustrations

Yes

Inclusiveness address racial, cultural,
and gender equality?

Cultural
Awareness

Attribution

Does the book promote
cultural awareness?

Are appropriate
attributions made to the
source of the story, if
applicable?

Yes

Everything about the book promotes cultural awareness, from the use of Inupiaq
words in the text, to the portrayal of seasonal activities and values, to the details in
the illustrations.

Yes

Although no author is given, people who worked on the project are listed. The
illustrator is named. The North Slope Borough is clearly designated as the publisher
and sponsor of the book.

None that I'm aware of.
Is controversy associated No

Cultural
with this book? (Notes
Acceptance please)

INDICATORS OF EXCELLENCE

Audience

Kid Factor

Are text & illustrations
appropriate for intended
age group & audience?

SELECT ONE

Yes

Will young people want to Yes
read or listen to this story?

Does the book stimulate

Yes

Engagement imagination, critical

COMMENTS

Yes. It could also be used with younger children, with some explanation of more
abstract concepts (such as the value of "spirituality").

There's not a lot of story here but plenty to discuss about animals, the seasons,
activities, and values, and the illustrations are engaging.

The book will stimulate discussion of children's observations about nature,
subsistence activities, and other seasonal activities. Older kids may enjoy thinking of
examples of the values cited.

thinking, curiosity?

Does this book have

Educational
value? Does it enhance
Relevance curriculum?

Yes

Yes -- useful as a mirror for Arctic children and a window for children who live
elsewhere. It enhances Alaska studies.

Not in print but available in libraries and second-hand.

Is the book in print or
available from libraries?

Yes

Timeliness

Has the Book won any
awards?

No

Awards
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This beautifully illustrated picture book, written in English and Inupiaq, follows children of the Arctic through the seasons,
naming the months of the year, seasonal activities, and Inupiaq values.

One Sentence
Summary

The intended audience is probably children of the Arctic (to whom the book is dedicated). One improvement that would
aid non-Inupiat readers would be a pronunciation guide to the Inupiaq words.

Comments, Notes,
Annotations

Additional Awards & Other Reviews:
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